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1) Balance Sheet 

 

2) Performance

 

 

As is evident from above, Blue Label is currently not a buy up until a share price of R10.14 

Our valuation beyond this point will be to satisfy any other criteria we would want Blue label to 

justify. We’re also not able to accommodate more risk as should anything go wrong in this company, 

they are not in a position to pay off their short liabilities (current liabilities) although their long term 

liabilities are covered many times over. 

As I analyse each company I want you to note how beyond this point I pick and choose what I choose 

to take into account. This is because different companies have different points of interest. 

All the material above and below is obtained from the Integrated Report which is available on the 

company website under Investor Relations. 

Here goes:  

I remember waking up Saturday mornings over the holidays at the age of 12 to go sit behind the 

counter of a container somewhere in a Tshwane township. The constant buzzing of a fridge would 

be my companion for hours on hours before my uncle would arrive 10:00 am to come and check if 

all is up and running. He would arrive with my cousin and give him a pre filled in deposit slip which 

he was to take a taxi to a mall and give to the lady behind the door written “Business banking.” We 

had no idea what was going on until I turned 20, some years later, and I was reading the story in a 

finweek article of the next up and coming company. Back then I had thought we always bought 

bread before it was delivered. On this day as a 20 year my life finally came full circle. I was staring at 

the story of Blue Label Telecoms. As I read line after line of the three page article, I knew I knew that 

this company works. I had seen countless people come in and out of the shop and the only items 

they would buy was bread, cigarettes and airtime. Airtime was going to be the next gold, and I had 



seen its beginnings. 

 

This is another company that I find very hard to write about. This time largely because it has been 

such an integral part of my school holidays. I have seen “fintech” evolve from charging 20 cents for 

the booth telephones to selling airtime from a paypoint. The efficiency of Blue Label Telecoms would 

be further entrenched when I’d work at another uncles shop in rural Limpopo where I saw the 

technology so sorely missing. We would always have to figure out what the correct combinations of 

airtime were and then buy the quantities in town. It wasn’t uncommon to see piles of R29 vodacom 

airtimes towards month end lying unsold and then the mathematical discussions to figure out how 

to sell the R29 vouchers first before we sell the prized R12 and R5 vouchers. Long story short, enter 

Blue Label.  

 



 

”The informal sector contributes approximately 85% to SA Distribution’s revenue, with the 

remaining 15% derived from the corporate and formal retail sectors. In reaching into and uplifting 

rural communities, SA Distribution utilises unique and diverse route-to-market strategies. Solutions 

are facilitated by a fleet of trucks accompanied by foot soldiers, with further opportunities available 

through Start your own Business initiatives, which include bicycle traders and informal vending 

points or the option of purchasing Business in a Box from sales agents or retail partners. In addition, 

incentives are offered to retain merchants and reward their growth, resulting in further 

opportunities to cross- and up-sell our merchandise. The majority of SA Distribution’s revenue 

continues to be derived from the sales and distribution of prepaid airtime, electricity, data and 

starter packs.” 

With the advent of electricity (advent to our area not the word obviously) and penetration of 

cellphones, I would watch as my uncle expanded into alcohol as he had no idea how to stock 



physical electricity vouchers. All along I knew there was Blue Label. Blue Label Telecoms links rural 

poor globally to rest of the world through electricity and airtime prepaid tokens.  

 

 
“We are now able to identify unique characteristics and traits, which allow us to mine data 

intelligently and more effectively, thereby enabling us to focus on specific market segments with 

unique and differentiated products. This targeted approach is especially relevant in the main market 

segment, where the typical consumer is unbanked or badly banked and therefore does not qualify 

for credit. Our sophisticated technology enables us to build a thin file or “cash” risk profile for each 

consumer.” CEO’s Brett and Mark Levy. Easily  one of the most significant pieces of information 

revealed in this report. 



Of note is how as poverty and the low income is a common denominator the world over, Blue Label 

has managed to offer its product in the developing world. Particularly in India and Mexico. Note 

though that these locations are still loss making. The Indian operations are no longer mirroring the 

RSA operations, rather they are now are test for venturing into wallet services. Profitability is not 

expected soon but the board wants to retain them incase they will discover a new revenue source 

for the group in future. Cash burn! 

 “The increase in gross profit was primarily attributable to BLM becoming a multicarrier distributor 

as opposed to historically being confined to one network. This has created a more competitive 

environment amongst the networks to the benefit of the Company.” Fd’s Report - Mexico operations 

 



According to their business model Blue Label exists to ride the wave of global consumer behaviour 

shifting from credit to debit to prepaid. Most certainly this is how the least privileged run their 

finances contrary to what one would expect. They focus on high volume low margin transactions and 

to this end have been entrusted with being the single biggest distributor (60%) of airtime in a R60bn 

industry and 50% of the prepaid electricity market. They target the world’s emerging and developing 

market (which makes up 50% of the global population). The list of competitive advantages for this 

company are endless especially considering that the world often has an allergy to “poor money” 

almost as if it’s dirty.     

This page is worth a read as it expresses so many positives, opportunities etc that most businesses 

have as four or five points. The offering is as complicated as the markets it serves until you go to 

their depths and realise that Blue Label has offered a service point for behaviour. Poor people live 

like this. They transact a lot and have an ability to keep money moving. 





The key genius as you will discover by going through these pages is that Blue Label has managed to 

create touch points that enable multiple products and services to be sold from one device. In a way 

a virtual space to accommodate competition and be able to benefit from the back and forth 

competition. They believe if you can digitise it they can sell it. They operate in South Africa, India and 

Mexico. Stop them if you can. 

 

One of the simplest visions and missions you’ll find in almost any industry. Surprisingly, it’s in a tech 

company. They simply want to be the number one distributor of all virtual transactions in the 

emerging world. The wealth at the bottom of the pyramid.



How all their products are distributed.



The companies that do that for them throughout their group. They have classified them in groups 

that best describe them. Of Interest you can YouTube some of them such as Oxigen Services in India 

to get an idea of how vital the service they offer is. 



Take note of how the Revenue is growing, Earnings are growing, dividends are growing while the pie 

is being shared by fewer and fewer people. This company that any of us that buy airtime or prepaid 

electricity have no excuse not owning. 

Have a look at the rest of the report and tell me what you think of this roots based business. 

 


